
KS1

Year A

Autumn 1
(History)

Autumn 2
(History)

Spring 1
(Geography)

Spring 2
(Geography)

Summer 1
(Science)

Summer 2
(Science)

Title Discoveries Out of this World Where next? Beside the seaside

Wellbeing Hub Hub Hub Hub Hub Hub

Class Novel/Author Sam and Dave Dig a Hole by Mac
Barnett

The Man on the
Moon by Simon

Bartram

The Lonely Beast
by Chris Judge

Leaf by Sandra
Diekmann

Lighthouse Keepers
Lunch by David and
Rhonda Armitage

The Storm Whale by Benji
Davies

Theme
● Art
● DT
● Geography
● History
● Science

History: Significant individuals and
time periods
Christopher Columbus and discovery
The Great Fire of London
Explore significant facts from these
historical events e.g Why Samuel
Pepys buried cheese and wine!

DT:make houses for pudding lane
Design and make own boats (explore
sinking and floating)

Art: Collage
Collect, sort, arrange and group
materials for different purposes  e.g.
colour, texture for appropriate images

History:  Significant
individuals and time
periods
The achievements of
Neil Armstrong.

DT: Explore
materials to make a
rocket (space travel).
Compare and
contrast materials
used

Art: Tracy Savage
inspired artwork
-investigate tone by
drawing light/dark

Geography:
directions, use of
aerial
photographs;
local landmarks
(e.g. castle.
Headland,
beaches);
constructing
simple maps.

Art/DT: Artist
Keith Haring -
create a moving
piece of artwork
with joins
Scenes for the
beast painting
and drawing -

Geography: Continents
and oceans - world
map work; using
compass to orientate
map e.g. where is
north?

Art/DT: artwork with
recycled objects
Mother’s day pop up
cards.
Puppets

Henri Rousseau
artwork linked to Leaf

Science:
Y1 Seasonal change -
Summer Plants

Y2 Plants

Jubilee link
Four countries of UK
and capital cities
atlas/globes locate
seas of UK

Explain why Britain has
a special history by
naming famous events
& famous people - The
Queen

Science:
Y1 Animals (including humans)
focus on humans.

Y2 Plants to continue (short)

Art: Beach scapes - Marion
Spence local artist
Art:  textiles
To join different fabrics together
using glue (puppets)
To sew fabrics together.
To create part of a class
patchwork.
Textile Designer - Rosie Lee
Tompkins

Describe a place outside Europe



fold, tear, crumple and overlap papers
Picasso self portraits
Great fire of london chalk pictures

Y2
-create images on different scales from
a variety of media e.g. fabric, crepe
paper;
-arrange and glue materials to different
backgrounds;
-explore and experiment with lots of
collage materials
-cut and tear paper, textiles and card
for collages,
-sort and arrange collage materials for
a purpose

lines, light/dark
patterns, light/dark
shapes
-draw on different
surfaces with a
range of media

Y2
- observe and draw
shapes from
observations
invent new shapes
and draw shapes in
between objects
-investigate textures
by describing,
naming, rubbing,
copying
-draw lines of
different shapes and
thicknesses
-draw and colour in
(within the lines) with
crayons and pencils
-describe the shapes
and patterns you see

moving beast -
levers
ICT paint
programme for
the beast
Art:IT

Ask and answer
questions by using a
specific source, such
as an information book,
photographs and
newspapers

Different jobs around the world
Coastlines and rivers meeting
the sea
like/don't like about locality
Mediterranean as hol
destination
human impact on local
environment
atlas to locate countries etc
Locate the Med

Recognise that their local area
was different in the past
Give more than one plausible
explanation about what an
object was used for in the past

puppets (DT day)

Enrichment
opportunities

-Marie Woods workshop - Heritage
Adventures
-OAA - replicate archaeological dig
-Rotunda Museum visit
-Local library visit
- Dinosaurs in Peasholm park.

-Cook School: Moon
biscuits
-Space day - hook,
crash landing
-Sky dome

Local journeys -
walk around the
Mere; walk from
home to school,
grounds of school
-OAA-Trail/oriente
ering session in
school grounds
-Local library visit

-Cook School: cooking
with local ingredients
-Local forestry - den
building
-Flamingo Land zoo
visit
-Plant seeds ready for
summer

-Picnic on the field
-DT challenge day
(ropes and pulleys)
-Trip to Irton garden
centre
-Local library visit

-Cook School - seaside inspired
food
-Trip to the beach
-Sea Life Centre visit
-OAA: make rain gauges from
recycled materials

Phonics Little Wandle Letters and Sounds Little Wandle Letters Little Wandle Little Wandle Letters Little Wandle Letters Little Wandle Letters and



Revised SSP progression and Sounds Revised
SSP progression

Letters and
Sounds Revised
SSP progression

and Sounds Revised
SSP progression

and Sounds Revised
SSP progression

Sounds Revised SSP
progression

Literacy Genres

Setting description

Explanation text

Character
description

Non-chronological
report

Diary entry

Narrative
-Retell familiar

story

Narrative
-Write own story

Recount

Labels, lists and
captions

Instructions

Newspaper report

Poetry

Maths topics

Year 1

Year 2

Number and place value
Part whole relationships

Number and place value
Addition and subtraction

Number and place
value
Addition and
subtraction
Shape

Number facts
Addition and
subtraction
Multiplication and
division.

Number and
place value
Addition and
subtraction

Multiplication and
division
Shape

Number facts
Number and place
value

Addition and
subtraction
Money
Fractions
Time / position and
direction.

Number facts
Money
Position and direction

Multiplication and
division, double and
halving.
measure , capacity,
volume mass

Time
Fractions
measure

Statistics
Application and consolidation.

Science

Year 1

Year 2

Seasonal changes - Summer - Autumn
Seasonal changes - Autumn - Winter

Uses of everyday materials

Uses of everyday materials

Year 2:
Animals (including
humans)

Uses of everyday
materials

Animals (including humans) focus on
animals
Seasonal changes - Winter and Spring.

Living things and their habitats

Seasonal change -
Summer Plants

Plants

Animals (including humans)
focus on humans.

Plants to continue (short)

PSHE Being Me in my world Celebrating
differences (including
anti bullying)

Dreams and
Goals

Healthy Me Relationships Changing ME

Computing e-Safety/digital literacy Control systems Information technology

PE Jumping/ Coordination Agility and
coordination

Gymnastics and
Dance

Net and wall Invasion/ Net and wall Rounders , cricket and athletics.



RE 1.1 Who is a Christian and what do
they believe?

1.5 What makes
some places sacred?

1.7 What does it mean to belong to a faith
community?

1.8 How should we care for others and the world, and why
does it matter?

1.6 How and why do we celebrate special and sacred times?

1.2 Who is a Muslim and what do they believe? 1.3 Who is a Jew and what do they believe? 1.4 What can we learn from sacred books?

Music New scheme? Awaiting info

KS1

Year B

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Title The Victorians Megastructures Travellers Our planet Adventures Treasure Hunters

Wellbeing Hub Hub Hub Hub Hub Hub

Class Novel/Author Queen Victoria’s Bathing
Machine by Gloria Whelan

The Three Little Pigs,an
Architectural Tale by
Steven Guarnaccia

The Secret Shortcut by
Mark Teague

One Day on Our Blue
Planet by Ella Bailey

A River by Marc Martin Lila and the Secret of the
Rain by David Conway

Theme
● Art
● Geography
● History
● DT
● Science

Art: Print/paint/drawing
Y1 To  print with sponges,
vegetables and fruit.
To  print on paper and
textiles
To  design and make my
own printing block.
Y2 To print using a

pressing method.

To print using a rolling

method.

History - changes within
living memory (own lives
and those in the past -
e.g. workhouse on Dean
Road, The Spa, Grand
Hotel - constructed on
basis of Four Seasons.
Recognise that local area
was different in the past

Geography (physical) -

Art: 3D/paint/drawing
Y1 To  add texture by
using tools.
To  make different kinds
of shapes.
To  cut, roll and coil
materials such as
dough or plasticine.
To  build a simple
model using more than
2 materials.
Y2 To make a clay pot

Geography:

simple directional
prepositions,
compass work
(north, south etc);
key human features -
cities/towns/factories/
farms etc and

Art:
Collage/paint/drawing
Y1 To  confidently cut

or tear paper for my

collage.

I work out and gather

the materials to make

my collage

To  make a picture To

talk about.

Geography: hot and cold
places in the world

Y1 Locate hot and cold
areas of the world in
relation to the equator
and the north and south
pole



To print using a rubbing

method.

To create a print like a

designer.

Pointillism Y1 and Y2
To mix primary colours to

make secondary colours.

To mix colours and

predict the outcomes.

Y1 create mood in paintings

Geography: name the four
countries and capital
cities/seas of UK; British
Empire - compare area of
a non-european country
(e.g.
India/Africa/Australian to
the UK) - Ghana
Name the 7 continents of
the world and the oceans

Y1 Find where they live on
a map of the UK

Name the world’s five
oceans and find them in
an atlas

History: History of British
Empire linked to above;
knowledge and
chronology;

seasonal changes
throughout the year

DT
Develop, model and
communicate their ideas
through talking, drawing,
templates.

Select from and use a
range of tools and
equipment to perform
practical tasks [for
example, cutting,
shaping, joining and
finishing]

Build structures,
exploring how they can
be made stronger, stiffer
and more stable

Explore and evaluate a
range of existing
products

To join two finger pots
together
To build a simple model
from a range of
different materials

Geography: key human
features -
cities/towns/factories/fa
rms etc and differences
between them.
Y1 Make observations
whilst walking the
school grounds-
identifying buildings,
woodland, main road
etc.
Label a diagram or
photograph using some
geographical words

y2Use simple fieldwork
and observational skills
to study the geography
of their school and its
grounds and the key
human and physical
features of its
surrounding
environmentUse aerial
photographs and plan
perspectives to
recognise landmarks
and basic human and
physical features

History - events beyond
living memory that are

differences between
them.

DT

Design purposeful,
functional, appealing
products for
themselves and other
users  based on design
criteria generate,

Select from and use a
range of tools and
equipment to perform
practical tasks [for
example, cutting,
shaping, joining and
finishing]

Explore how products
have been created.

History - Significant
historical events,
people and places
in their own locality

Y2 To create my own

individual collage

To work together to

make a group collage

To mix different

materials into my

collage and explain why

I have chosen them

To use repeated

patterns in my collage.

Geography:.

use simple directional
prepositions, compass
work (north, south etc)

Y1 Use locational and
directional language left
and right, above and
below

Use a simple map, using
a key (drawings of key
features to find

Y2 simple compass
directions (north, south,
east and west) as well as
near and far, left and
right], to describe the
location of features and
routes on a map

Devise a simple map;
and use and construct
basic symbols in a key

Name and Locate the
world's 7 continents and
5 Oceans.

DT
▪Design products that
have a clear product and
intended user.

▪Cut materials safely
using tools provided.
Evaluate their ideas and
products against design
criteria

Suggest improvements
to existing designs.

History changes within
living memory. Where
appropriate, these should
be used to reveal
aspects of change in
national life.

▪



compare the lives of
wealthy and poor;
Monarchy.

significant nationally or
globally (e.g. the Great
Fire of London, the first
aeroplane flight or
events commemorated
through festivals or
anniversaries)

Explore large maps in
poster form and discuss
where places are located

Enrichment activities Hook
Library visit
Victorian day
Cook school

Flamingo land? Sealife visit?

Phonics Little Wandle Letters and
Sounds Revised SSP
progression

Little Wandle Letters and
Sounds Revised SSP
progression

Little Wandle Letters
and Sounds Revised
ogression
SSP

Little Wandle Letters
and Sounds Revised
SSP progression

Little Wandle Letters and
Sounds Revised SSP
progressio

Little Wandle Letters and
Sounds Revised SSP
progression

Literacy Genres
Labels, lists and captions

character description

Narrative

-Retell familiar story

-Write own story

Setting Description

Recount

Non-Chronological
report

Explanation texts

Labels, lists and captions

Character description
Instructions

Poetry

Maths topics
Number and place value
Part whole relationships

Number and place value
Addition and subtraction

Number and place value
Addition and subtraction
Shape

Number facts
Addition and subtraction
Multiplication and
division.

Number and place
value
Addition and
subtraction

Multiplication and
division
Shape

Number facts
Number and place
value

Addition and
subtraction
Money
Fractions
Time / position and

Number facts
Money
Position and direction

Multiplication and
division, double and
halving.
measure , capacity,
volume mass

Time
Fractions
measure

Statistics
Application and
consolidation.



direction.

Science Materials and everyday uses

Seasons Year 1 (throughout the year)

Plants Plants continued- Y1

Living things and their
habitats Y2

Animals including
humans - Both

Animals including
humans - Both - human
and life cycles

PSHE Being Me in my world Celebrating differences
(including anti bullying)

Dreams and Goals Healthy Me Relationships Changing ME

Computing e-Safety/digital literacy Control systems Information technology

PE

RE 1.1 Who is a Christian and
what do they believe?

1.5 What makes some
places sacred?

1.7 What does it mean to belong to a faith
community?

1.8 How should we care for others and the world, and
why does it matter?

1.6 How and why do we celebrate special and sacred times?

1.2 Who is a Muslim and what do they believe? 1.3 Who is a Jew and what do they believe? 1.4 What can we learn from sacred books?

Music
Y1 - Pulse and Rhythm

Y2 - African call and
response

Y1 - Classic music

Y2 - Orchestral
instruments

Y1 - Musical vocab

Y2 - Musical me

Y1 - Timbre and
rhythmic patterns

Y2 - Dynamics, timbre,
tempo and motifs

Y1 - Pitch and tempo

Y2 - On this island

Y1 - Vocal and body
sounds

Y2 - Myths and legends


